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“
A WORD FROM JEN

Thank you for considering me as a support to your business or
event. It would be my absolute pleasure to be of service to you.

Coaching is my forte – either 1:1 or in a group context. I can really bring
out the best in people and help them navigate any transition, effectively.
Execution is not always elegant; change can be messy. But with
appropriate support, it’s something everyone can excel at.

Should you be looking for a speaker or facilitator to inspire your team
through any change, I understand that this isn’t easy. There’s only one
chance to get it right. And I understand there’s a lot on the line, for
you and for me. That’s why I welcome the opportunity to engage with
you as early as possible, to understand your goals and objectives of the
event, the kind of experience you’re looking to create, and to assess very
honestly whether I’ll be the best fit for you.

Contact me any time, I’m always
happy to chat direct and work
with you on the next steps.

phone:   1300 969 070
email:   mail@jendalitz.com
online:   www.jendalitz.com

I look forward to the prospect 
of working with you.
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ABOUT
Transition. Execute. Transform.

Jen Dalitz

“ Jen Dalitz has been
a sought after speaker at our
events on several occasions, most
recently on the topic of why it is
absolutely critical to develop a
curious approach in business. Her
laid back and personable style
instantly connects with her
audience, both small (less than 10
people) or big (over 100). Jen has a
very natural sense of humour
and threads very funny side
stories throughout her talks. I’d
highly recommend Jen as a
thought provoking speaker who
connects with her audience.

is all about change. She teaches it,
coaches people through it, and
helps businesses to implement it.

Jen learned how to “do” change at
a global management consulting
firm. There’s a lot you learn in a
work context like that, advising the
largest and most respected
industry and government clients,
where the standards are high and
expectations are even higher. It’s
the kind of pressure that makes
diamonds.

An exquisite storyteller, Jen
is an accountant and management
consultant by training and she
certainly speaks the international
language of business: numbers.
Yet beyond the data and analysis,
Jen influences and engages
through telling stories and sharing
experiences that are relatable and
will be remembered, long after the
slide-show has faded.

An internationally recognised
change agent, Jen has a proven
track record in developing and
executing business strategy at the
advisory, executive and board
level. She has founded three start-
up businesses and is a notable
commentator on women in
leadership.

Jen’s career in finance and consulting
spans 25 years, diverse industries,
international borders and a host of
Fortune 500 and ASX50 companies.

For 20 years Jen has been leading
people and change – as a frontline
manager, executive, CEO and Board
Chair.

She knows first hand what it’s really
like at the pointy end of
execution, what it takes to make
change stick, and how to motivate
others to step outside of their
comfort zones.

As a keynote speaker, Jen inspires
and provokes the audience to
embrace change and to step up and
actively lead, follow, or get out of the
way.

As a facilitator and MC, she
comfortably commands the room
and ensures the audience is engaged
and invested in the experience; while
her business acumen, consultative
approach and back-stage
professionalism will put the event
organiser at ease.

And as a coach and mentor, Jen
backs up her key messages with
one-on-one time, instilling in
counterparts the confidence and
ability to achieve breakthrough
results.

Jen is the author of Little Wins for
Working Women, and a contributing
author to Ideas Volume 3 and The
Modern Women’s Anthology.

An accomplished busines-
woman, Jen was listed in the
inaugural ‘40 Young Business
Leaders List’ by In The Black; has
been a Telstra Business Awards
finalist and the recipient of an Edna
Ryan Workplace Award for improving
the working conditions of Australian
women.

She represented Australia in a BBC
global debate on the advancement of
women and the Millennium Goals and
the Women’s Summit hosted by
Malaysia’s Minister for Women.

Professionally, Jen is a Certified
Practising Accountant, holds an MBA
from the Australian Graduate School
of Management, is a Graduate of the
Company Directors Course and has
ten years experience serving on
Boards in the financial services,
agricultural and education sectors
including four years as Chair of a
national education foundation.

Having grown up in the country,
and achieved professional success
in the city, Jen now lives with her
husband and young son with one
foot in Sydney and the other on
their family farm in the NSW
Southern Highlands.

Jen’s approach to business and
life has been described as
practical, refreshing and real, and
this is reflected in her speaking
style. She will have you engaged
with stories of business and life
adventures, to deliver a
memorable and entertaining
experience you certainly won’t
forget!
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“ Jen’s presentation was 
engaging from the start and 
I would love to have her 
present again in the future. 
Following Jen’s presentation 
we formally invited feedback 
from our audience and the 
word most used was 
‘inspiring’!



Clients
Challenge. Inform. Inspire.

Are you looking for a speaker with a difference for your conference or forum?
A professional MC to host your event and deliver an outstanding audience experience?

Or a blue-chip facilitator for your next strategy or planning meeting? 

Then look no further! Jen’s client list spans most
every industry and sector, in city and regional
areas, right across Australia and the Asia Pacific
region. She is as effective with frontline staff as
the production line, and team leaders through to
the executive suite.

You’ll find her a safe bet for any business
event requiring a dynamic, invested, think-
on-your-feet kind of speaker or facilitator.

Whether you’re looking to rev people up to
deliver an outcome, or to settle them back
into a rhythm after a major change event, Jen
is the perfect choice. Bright, articulate and
affable, Jen takes great pride in being of
service to her clients.
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“

“

Jen presented a workshop 
called ’Take Charge of Your 
Career’ to our staff across four 
cities and the feedback from Jen’s 
sessions has been great. I have had 
employees specifically come up to 
me some days after the session 
they attended, saying how much 
they enjoyed it and how great 
Jen’s tips were on planning for 
their career.

Jen Dalitz is a fantastic 
speaker and presenter! I highly 
recommend her as a potential 
speaker for small business events 
right through to large 
conferences. She is clear and 
relates well to all audience types. 
She knows how to keep an 
audience engaged and ensures 
they leave the session inspired.  

Jen provided some 
fascinating insights into the 
challenges women face in the 
workplace, supported by realms of 
statistical data that outlined the 
industries and regions that were 
more actively tackling the issues. 
She was able to tailor the 
presentation to include issues 
prevalent in the IT sector, which 
matched our audience’s needs 
perfectly. 



Gender Diversity
Women. Men. Work. 

The world has changed. Business is no longer about
winning the race, but re-writing the rule book. It’s about
innovation, resilience and adaptation… and smart leaders
realise that the solution to business longevity lies in one
ready resource: women.

As an executive and management consultant Jen
experienced first hand the challenges women face as they
climb the corporate ladder; and the impact on the bottom
line when female talent is under-utilised.

This was the impetus for her sphinxx Gender Diversity
practise – which began in 2007 as a website to enable
time poor women to swap ideas and share knowledge.

As its following grew into the thousands, sphinxx
was expanded into a leadership program for
senior women in business. Over 1,000 women
participated in the sphinxx leadership programs
across four Australian cities from all sectors and
industries, as web traffic to the sphinxx online
portal peaked at over 50,000pvpm.

Throughout this journey, Jen gained an
international reputation as a leading expert in
Gender Diversity. She has shared the stage with
the likes of Avivah Wittenberg-Cox (Why Women
Mean Business and How Women Mean
Business), Elizabeth Broderick, Claire Braund,
Avril Henry and Carol Schwartz, and is an avid
media commentator on issues relevant to
working women.

Jen’s has received an Edna Ryan Workplace
Award for improving the working conditions of
Australian women; she was invited by Malaysia’s
Minister for Women to speak at the Women’s
Summit in Kuala Lumpur; and has participated
in a BBC global debate on the advancement of
women and the Millennium Goals.

Jen will open your eyes to the opportunity that
women present to all sectors and industries - as
consumers, talent and leaders – and help you
develop an appropriate action plan to tap into
the female psyche and the booming female
economy.

She will equip your leaders with the skills and
knowledge they need to attract, retain and
develop the best female talent; and motivate and
challenge the women on your team to step up
and into their full potential.

“Jen presented to our
inspiring women group and
the feedback has been
glowing. Jen has a wealth of
knowledge about working
women, the challenges they
face in their careers and some
great ideas on how to meet
these challenges and
overcome them.
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Jen’s friendly and vivacious 
personality, along with her extensive 
knowledge of working in male 
dominated industries, resonated 
extremely well with the audience at 
our International Women’s Day 
function Her presentation was 
engaging, informative and 
inspirational. The ability to turn an 
everyday event into a motivational 
message is not something that a lot of 
speakers possess, Jen certainly does.

On behalf of our Women’s 
Network, thankyou very much for 
speaking at our forum. The feedback 
has been wonderful ad the women 
present felt inspired by your talk and 
ready to make some changes!

Jen was a fantastic speaker at 
our International Women’s Day event. 
She spoke about her experiences in 
business and leadership which was 
both insightful and inspiring. Jen is a 
true leader with a wonderful story 
and message. I know the audience 
thoroughly enjoyed hearing Jen speak 
and I would highly recommend her. 

Jen kicked off our very first 
“Inspiration Before Breakfast” seminar. 
We received overwhelming feedback 
from our members about Jen’s 
presentation, which described her as 
highly engaging and leaving them 
with some practical ways to improve 
their own career. I would highly 
recommend Jen as a speaker to any 
professional group. 



FOLLOWERSHIP
Leaders. Followers. Co-Creating.

is a topic that gets a lot of airtime. In a
career and the community it’s something
to aspire to. And in business its something
we devote a lot of resources to.

Strategy. Organisation structures.
Training. Mentoring. It’s all about
leadership. But what of the followers?

Well here’s what we know:

§ Universally, there are more
followers than leaders

§ Leaders will only be effective if others
choose to follow them.

§ For Followers, success is
inextricably linked to who we choose
to follow, or not.

§ leaders are usually followers
as well, making the ability to
transition effectively between the two
roles critical.

§ Not all followers aspire to
leadership, indeed many are motivated
by very different drivers.

So before you invest one more dollar in
leadership programs – and especially
women in leadership programs – you must
first evaluate the model of leadership that
currently exists in your business.

Research shows that highly engaged
workforces produce superior financial
results, more satisfied customers and
stronger brand value.

And, people disengage if they cannot
relate to the model of leadership on
offer.

In the world of followership, Chiefs of
enterprise bring out the best in their
teams and build a loyal customer base
of committed brand advocates.

Ignoring hierarchies, these aspirational
leaders stretch, support, believe in and
benefit from the contribution of followers.
They build strengths-driven teams that
choose to follow.

Inspired followers are given permission
to create their own pathways and deliver
outcomes under their own steam. They
are encouraged to challenge, develop
and grow, whether or not they aspire to
leadership. And as a result, they flourish.

No one – leader or follower – has a
monopoly on the best ideas in the room.
But the best leaders can harness the
collective wisdom of their followers to
innovate and produce the highest quality
output, efficiently and effectively.

This collaborative, consultative approach
to co-creating value is what followership
is all about.

Isn’t it time you embraced the power of
followership?

Leadership

“ Jen’s personal analogy
and challenge to shift our
paradigms from Leadership
towards Followership made a
quick and impactful impression
upon me. Not only did her message
resonate with my values towards
serving those under my role of
responsibility, it also struck me
how subtle shifts in perspective
hold the potential of exponential
results. Jen is a personable,
relatable and genuinely warm
person. If you are interested in
engaging your team, connecting
with them and deepening your
effectiveness by leading with a
new model that looks to
followership, I recommend that
you reach out to Jen.
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“

“

Jen encouraged 
participation, identified our 
needs at the outset, and 
adapted the session 
accordingly.

Jen was very well 
received and one of our most 
popular speakers this year. Her 
name and the topic pulled a 
great crowd.



Disrupt. The “Ideas Boom”. So you’re
an ideator now? Good. Remember
though, there can be no innovation
without action.

Almost anyone can dream up a great
idea. But it’s the person who takes
that idea and turns it into something
who truly makes a difference.

And that means change.

As a management consultant with a
top-tier global firm, Jen made a great
living from thinking up ideas.

And she’s made a life from executing
them.

Jen’s breadth and depth of
experience in guiding executives and
team members through the
innovation and implementation
process is unique. She really gets
change.

As a business advisor, entrepreneur
and founder of three start up
businesses (and especially as a
farmer!) she lives and breathes
change.

Rather than something to be avoided,
Jen sees change for what it really is:
opportunity, choice, freedom.

This is her message.

Change
Ideation. Execution. Innovation.

Jen has led large scale change
programs with $50million budgets,
hundreds of project team members,
touching the daily operations of
thousands of employees. So she is
well placed to speak to your
transformation initiative.

Whether you are planning for
change, or in the thick of it, Jen can
assist with:

§ Building momentum and a
“burning platform” for change
within your workplace

§ Facilitating Ideation
Workshops and strategic
planning sessions

§ Dispelling the myths and
fears relating to change

§ Preparing leaders and team
members for the journey ahead

§ Morale building mid-stream
to proactively manage change
fatigue

§ Post-implementation review
workshops

§ Coaching project sponsors
and key personnel throughout
the change journey

InnovatE.

Jen addressed my team in the aftermath of
a large company restructure that resulted
in 30% of employees being made redundant.
Her "down-to-earth" attitude combined
with her professional corporate
experience is unique and I can highly
recommend her for presentations that
require thought provoking high impact.

“

ideation

innovation
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DRIVING INNOVATION



STOP!!!

Facilitation
Conferences. Meetings. Retreats.  

Before you even contemplate hosting your
own conference or executive forum... think
again!

Just one thing matters more than anything
else when it comes to events and meetings:
keeping participants engaged and on track.

When staging an important event – large or
small – where the stakes are high and
outstanding results are a must, you really
can’t go past Jen as your professional
facilitator.

• Conference MC Jen is a fun yet focused professional host with an exceptional attention to detail.
You can rest easy knowing the day will run smoothly, the inevitable issues will be dealt with swiftly
and professionally (usually without you even knowing), the audience will have a great experience
and the speakers (yes, the speakers!!!) will be kept on track.

• Planning Meetings Over two decades working with blue-chip organisations, Jen has facilitated
countless strategic planning workshops, focus groups and stakeholder forums. She can work with
your methodology and approach, or supply one for you. Options range from facilitation only, to
pre-planning and prep, through to formally documenting key outcomes.

• Executive Retreats Strong personalities, busy leaders, tight schedules and over-crowded
agendas. Sound familiar? Executive retreats are a significant investment in time and money. To
maximise the return on this investment, you must outsource the daily minutia to Jen and free up
you and your team to participate fully in the working sessions and – more importantly – in the
breaks when the real debate takes place!

“ Jen Dalitz was the
Master of Ceremonies at our flagship
Growth Summit events in Melbourne
and Sydney. With a line up including
Jim Collins (Good to Great) this was
our largest event yet, and with 4,000
business leaders in attendance there
was a lot on the line! Jen was
absolutely committed to the success
of the event and kept the day on track
by transitioning speakers and
adapting audience directives as the
day unfolded. Her attention to detail,
personalisation and preparation for
the event enabled me to relax and
enjoy the day.
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“

Jen Dalitz is an absolute professional in 
everything she does – she is a fabulous speaker, 
awesome MC and is excellent at inspiring all of us to 
achieve anything we are passionate about. Her 
knowledge of the business environment, statistics 
and trends is commendable, interesting and 
extremely valuable. I highly recommend her. 

Jen helped to focus our business on the 
opportunities and challenges in working to achieve 
gender balance at senior executive level. With her 
expert advice, the latest research and best practice 
examples, we have been able to define our strategy 
and areas for development in the diversity space. 



Coaching
Accountability. Advocacy. Achievement. 

Have you considered backing up your strategic
planning or team development program with
individual or group coaching sessions?

Coaching can amplify the outcomes of your
team and mitigate against change fatigue. By
offering personalised support, your team
members can grow in confidence, experience
greater job satisfaction and go further, faster.

Jen is a certified coach with the Institute of
Executive Coaching and Leadership and is ideally
placed to guide your team members through the
most challenging of transitions, be they personal
or professional.

Jen brings over 20-years of leadership experience
in global firms, in the Boardroom, and as
entrepreneur and founder of three startup
businesses in the online, consulting and
agricultural sectors.

She really understands the challenges and
distraction of change; and the advantage
coaching can provide in overcoming these
challenges to deliver breakthrough performance.

How does it work? Well that is entirely up to
you, here are just a few suggestions:

§ During pre-planning, coaching is an
ideal opportunity for individuals and teams
to identify and articulate the key challenges,
trends, issues or behaviours that are
inhibiting peak performance;

§ In the Lead-Up, change champions can
access coaching sessions to formulate key
messages or the “why” for engaging their
people in the journey. This is especially
relevant for strategic planning and change
project kickoffs;

§ Immediately after a strategy session or
professional development, coaching is the
perfect medium for embedding the key
learning points and beginning the
transformation process. Indeed, without
coaching at this point, there is a good
chance very little will change!

§ As a Check-Point after adequate time
has elapsed for action steps to begin. This
effectively provides a combination of both
autonomy and accountability to
participants, while ensuring support is at
hand to overcome challenges as they arise.
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“

“

“

“

“

I had some big and small decisions to 
make and Jen brought a broader view to our 
discussions which changed what I had 
presumed the outcome would be. Her 
coaching was thoughtful and challenging 
and based on a whole person approach in 
and out of work. I had the confidence to 
change things that were not working for 
me and be open to finding the answers, 
myself. I would encourage anyone who is 
trying to find the time and clear headspace 
to make personal and professional 
decisions to book in with Jen.
- Senior Executive, Insurance Industry

The personal one-on-one approach, 
open discussions about the challenges I was 
facing and the fact that Jen was so easy to 
talk to, made it a wonderful experience. 
Jen’s approach was open, warm, friendly, 
honest and empathetic, yet she still 
focused on the task at hand to give me 
challenges, to ask me questions of 
self evaluation and to give me the 
confidence to give it all a go.
- Executive Manager, Government Agency

Jen has an uncanny ability to bring 
out the best in you – a truly exceptional 
coach and leader. Realizing that she is as 
committed to your success as you are 
creates an exhilarating energy and inspires 
achievement and efficiency.
- Project Manager, Financial Services

I love Jen’s no nonsense approach, she 
is very straight talking and makes me 
think about what and more importantly 
why I am doing things. Working with Jen 
has made me a better business person and 
has enabled me to focus more clearly 
on results and achieving them. I’d 
recommend Jen to anyone who is looking to 
get results.
- Managing Director, Retail Sector

Jen has provided me some pearls of 
wisdom and she has really contributed to 
my professional development. Her wealth of 
experience allows her to provide insights 
on business situations that are truly spot 
on and relevant. I have had numerous 
business scenarios where Jen has provided 
clarity and support to me. I always leave 
our sessions with a more positive mindset, 
feeling inspired and supported by her 
external perspective.
- Global Executive, Financial Services

Jen is a highly engaging coach, she has 
a great eye for detail and is not afraid to 
confront or challenge your thought 
process or approach. Jen shared her 
extensive insight and provided a road map 
to achieve future outcomes and goals.”
- Sales Manager, Retail Sector



Jen Dalitz is the author of Little Wins for
Working Women – a motivational desktop
companion for thousands of working
women across Australia – and a
contributing author to Ideas Volume 3
and The Modern Women’s Anthology.

Jen blogs on women, work and
leadership at The SheEO Blog and
JenDalitz.com and is a guest contributor
on many other sites.

A regular business commentator across
print, television and digital media, Jen is
an enthusiastic provocateur on issues
relating to women, work and leadership.

PR friendly and business savvy, Jen is
always happy to support your event
promotion with appearances or
commentary.

Author
Books. Blogs. Commentator.
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MAKING CHANGE HAPPEN
A process to navigate change and execute with ease

The	only	constant	in	life	is	change.	Not	a	day	passes	without	the	
prospect	of	new	challenges	and	opportunities,	each	of	which	

involve	a	transition	from	one	state	to	the	next.

Although	change	is	necessary	for	achieving	our	goals,	it	begins	a	
pressure	process	that	instigates	the	body’s	stress	responses.	To	
nagivate any	change	in	a	sustainable	way,	and	realise the	full	

potential	of	any	transition,	this	pressure	must	be	balanced	with	
appropriate	release	mechanisms.	

This	presentation	will	bring	clarity	to	those	complex	situations	you	
face,	enabling	difficult	decisions	to	be	made	with	confidence	and	

execution	to	be	achieved	and	sustained	over	the	long	term.	

This	talk	leaves	the	business	jargon	at	the	door	as	Jen	balances	her	
corporate	and	consulting	experiences	against	her	lessons	of	the	

land.		With	a	heavy	dose	of	common	sense,	the	content	is	
applicable	to	any	challenge	you	may	be	facing	– in	work	or	life.		

Fun.	Thought	provoking.		A	new	way	to	view	and	respond	to	the	
challenges	that	come	your	way.

Format:		Keynote	Presentation	or	Interactive	Workshop

Themes:		
Change	Management	– Team	Building	– Problem	Solving	–

Decision	Making	– Risk	Management	– Resilience

Ideal	Audience:	 Anyone	&	everyone!

SPEAKING Topics
Keynotes. Workshops. Training.

FOLLOW TO LEAD
How to succeed by harnessing the power of followership

Leadership	is	a	topic	that	gets	a	lot	of	airtime.		In	a	career	it’s	
something	to	aspire	to.	In	business	its	something	we	devote	a	lot	of	

resources	to.	And	it	really	isn’t	working.	

Why?		Because	the	traditional	leadership	model	is	broken.	
Obviously,	a	leader	will	only	succeed	if	people	choose	to	follow.		
And,	the	success	of	followers	is	inextricably	linked	to	who	they	
choose	to	follow,	or	not.		And,	customers	who	follow are	key	to	

sustainable	profitability.

This	is	about	how	to	create	a	following,	how	to	flourish	as	a	
follower,	and	how	followership	translates	into	success	across	all	

aspects	of	business	and	life.

Format:		Keynote	Presentation	or	Workshop

Themes:		

Leadership	– Team	Building	– Delegation	– Career	Management	–
Business	Strategy	- Customer	Loyalty	&	Retention

Ideal	Audience:	
Those	leading	teams	or	reporting	to	a	leader
Large	or	small	business,	across	any	industry

Employees	or	business	owners

STRATEGY IN A DAY
How to build a Strategic Plan in just one day!

The	goal	posts	are	constantly	shifting.	What	gave	you	
the	edge	yesterday	may	not	keep	you	there	

tomorrow.		That’s	why	every	business	and	every	team	
needs	a	clearly	defined	strategic	plan,	broken	down	
into	the	action	steps,	to	set	the	stage	for	success.	

A	full	day	facilitated	workshop	to	guide	your	team	
through	the	process,	from	setting	the	vision	to	
execution.	Can	be	targeted	to	your	overarching	
corporate	strategy,	or	your	business	unit	plan,	or	

gender	diversity.
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“ Jen will touch the real 
lives of those present, no 
matter how many other 
speakers they have heard in 
the past.



gender Topics
Choose Your Own Adventure!

ENABLING GENDER DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE
There	is	a	war	for	female	talent	being	waged	across	corporate	Australia,	and	it’s	here	to	stay.	Winning	organisations	understand	
the	economic	and	social	benefits	of	gender	diversity,	and	this	is	fuelling	an	unprecedented	demand	for	skilled	female	talent.

Whether	you’re	recruiting	or	developing	your	female	talent	pool,	or	simply	trying	to	prevent	women	in	your	workplace	from	
being	poached	by	competitors,	you’ll	need	to	respond	with	a	clear	and	decisive	strategy	to	drive	action	and	definitive	outcomes.

Build your own Workshop Agenda, Keynote Briefing or Coaching Program for Leaders from these menu options:

• The business case: How to quantify and capitalise on the
financial and other benefits of gender balance in your
workplace

• The female economy: How to apply a feminine lens and tap
into the female economy for competitive advantage in your
business

• Diversity at work: Harnessing the benefits of cognitive diversity
for increased creativity and innovation in teams.

• Common challenges: Addressing the glass ceilings, sticky
floors, “gender asbestos” and other local and global trends
impacting the advancement of women in business and
leadership roles

• Building the pipeline: A process to find, develop and keep the
best women on your team

• Measures and Markers: Merit, quotas, targets and other
governance structure for reporting and managing the gender
mix

• Unconscious bias: Deconstructing the traditional model of
leadership, the ideal worker, linear career paths and
yesterday’s job descriptions to open up opportunities for
women

• Rewards & Recognition: Understanding the gender pay gap,
how it manifests and how to level the playing field with
appropriate rewards and recognition

• Supporting advancement: The role of mentoring, sponsorship
and coaching for women in your business

• Flexibility: Conversations men and women must have about
flexible work practices and arrangements, and how to
plan for and implement flexibility within the business

• Managing transitions: Off-ramping, on-ramping and
advancement strategies for women on a non-linear career path

• Working together: The critical roles that men and women each
play in the advancement of women in business

• or talk with us about adding a topic of your choice....

OPTIMISING CAREER OUTCOMES FOR WOMEN
For	conference	organisers	offering	professional	development	opportunities	for	women;	or	for	organisations	committed	to	finding,	

developing	and	keeping	the	best	women	on	your	team:
A	unique	opportunity	to	tailor	a	program	specific	to	your	needs	and	strategic	objectives,	with	topics	developed	around	the	
growing	body	of	research	into	the	key	challenges,	success	factors	and	advancement	strategies	for	women	in	business	and	

leadership.		
Can	be	developed	for	female-only	or	mixed	gender	audiences;	and	for	in-house	events	or	open	conferences.

Build your own Workshop Agenda, Keynote Briefing or Coaching Program for Women from these menu options:
• Focal Points: What are the common traits of successful leaders

and followers and how do they align with your own working
style and goals?

• Your Career Asset: Your career is an asset into which you will
invest your time, energy, passion and even your savings. Are
you planning and managing it in a way that will deliver the best
outcome for you?

• The Early Days: Building your career foundation and
overcoming early challenges to establish your career and set
yourself up for future success

• The Long Run: A framework to build resilience, bolster
confidence, evaluate opportunities and make sound choices

• The Leadership Journey: For those aspiring to leadership roles,
what are the behaviours and strategies most likely to get you
there?

• Career Anchors: Applying your value drivers and core strengths
to establish career goals and assess opportunities

• Work-life balance: The role of goal setting, prioritization,
delegation and resolve in finding the balance you need and
want

• Selling Brand You: Tips for negotiating the payrise and
promotion you deserve

• Mentor Me: Fast tracking your career through the power of
mentors and sponsors

• The Networking Advantage: How to leverage your networks to
multiply your productivity and amplify your results

• Winning Transitions: Tips for managing promotions, lateral
moves and role restructures

• or talk with Jen about adding a topic of your choice....
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1. You First. Jen is indisputably one of the most
polished speakers in her field, and is still completely
flexible and adaptable. She will always start with your
needs in mind, and adapt content to your brief,
instead of just reeling off another rote-learned
performance.

2. Impact. The whole point of engaging a speaker is
to leave a lasting, positive impression. Jen’s unique
language, anecdotes and references are deliberately
relatable and undeniably different, demanding the
audience’s attention and staying in their memories
long after the event.

3. Fun. There’s a lot of pressure in the business world
today. A lot invested in your event. And a lot riding
on the outcome. Jen has unbelievably high
standards and will do the work to make your event a
success. At the same time, she knows that
conferences are the time and place for fun-based
learning. You can expect a lot of laughter,
interaction and positive energy all ‘round.

4. Fresh. Having recently returned to the speaking
circuit after a period in contract executive roles and
on sabbatical at her farm, Jen has fresh new content
and a presentation style unlike any other speaker in
Australia.

5. Easy to Work With. As you might expect with
her country upbringing, Jen is straightforward,
affable, approachable and – above all – hard
working. Perhaps this is why her clients continue to
engage and recommend her, over and again.

To view Jen in action visit www.jendalitz.com/speaking

Why BOOK Jen
Memorable. Impactful. Fun.

why Jen?
Of all the brilliant motivational speakers, coaches
and bright business minds out there, why
choose Jen Dalitz?

As you can see from the testimonials, Jen has a
broad array of clients from different industries
and sectors, many of whom are long term repeat
customers. They enjoy working with Jen, and
here’s what you can expect if you do too:
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Jen is a fantastic speaker and 
in addition to being a business 
consultant, keynote speaker and 
author, she has set up a great 
business as a specialist in the issues 
women face in advancing to 
leadership position. I cannot 
recommend her highly enough as a 
motivational speaker with real 
substance. 

“

“

“

“

Jen’s presentation on ‘The Art 
of Negotiation’ was engaging, 
based in solid theory and research 
findings, and provided options and 
solutions which were realistic and 
practical. The impact of Jen’s 
presentation has been long lasting, 
often referred to by the 
participants, and has motivated 
them to take action. I would highly 
recommend Jen as a speaker who 
invokes energy, purpose and 
motivation in her audience. 

Thankyou Jen for speaking at 
our Women's Network event in 
Melbourne. Your presentation gave 
our attendees a great insight into 
the issues women face with 
advancing in their careers and 
your practical advice and 
strategies on how to deal with this 
were relevant and inspiring.

Lucky enough to arrive early 
at a major conference, I found 
myself enjoying the company of Jen 
over a cup of coffee. It was not 
until she appeared on the stage to 
present later on that morning that 
I discovered she was as engaging in 
a one-on-one situation as she is 
when presenting to a large 
audience. Personal anecdotes 
clearly conveyed complex multi-
layered messages. It’s a real 
pleasure to be in her company!



BOOKING JEN

phone:  1300 969 070
email:  mail@jendalitz.com
online:   www.jendalitz.com

As you might expect, booking Jen is easy!

To enquire about Jen’s availability or to book her for your 
next team event, simply contact the office and arrange a 

briefing call to needs analysis. Once your needs are clearly 
understood, we can get the ball rolling right away.

So come on... Let’s do this!


